
SELF-CONSTRUCTION in SENEGAL
1 - Working process

3 - Space opportunities  

5 - Mobile furniture  6 - Extendable roof  

7 - Activities follow light and shade  8 - Hierarchy of spaces and views  

12 - Facade and Cross section 13 - Longitudinal section and Details 

9 - don’t fuck the context  10 - urban dimension

Semi-public shade and light on East/West axes
Public shade and light on North/South axes

4 - Space division and natural ventilation  

2 - Integration in the existing urban fabric

This new type of habitat has the potential to grow and change endlessly inside the grid urban fabric

STAGE 1 

STAGE 1 STAGE 1 

STAGE 1 STAGE 2

STAGE 2 STAGE 2STAGE 3 STAGE 3 

STAGE 2 STAGE 3I reinterpreted the traditional hut system to conciliate it with natives’ desire for modernity, The traditional system is able to 
evolve constantly, answering some new needs and welcoming new members in the family . Thus, I conceived an alternative 
principle of self-construction, based on parallel walls, North/South oriented.  
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Walls serve as support to slide mobile furniture (beds, kitchen, etc...)

There is a hierarchy of space and view as it exists in African 
architecture

Wall organization adapts itself  to preexisting  
buildings

Activities shift according to the time of day to search   
for shade.

Extendable beams support vaults made of recycled barrels. False ceilings made of woven palm leaves are provided.
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passage of prevailing winds from the East that will seep through the braids to continuously ventilate inside. 

HFC - 1571

Because the East/West streets meet all domestic entries, those 
axes are controlled by the family authority; the shade (during day) 
and light (during night) at the front door welcome family reunions.
On the North/South axis, there is no entrance, so the shade (during 
day) and light (during night) produced belong to the public domain

In this simulation, the parents’ room is naturally located in the middle of the architectural 
composition from where it is easy to control street and backyard activities. The kitchen is 
a bond between the parents’ room and the children’s room. 

11 - Simulation-plan 

14 - Street view 15 - West view 16 - Inside view 
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juncture made of recycled tyre
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fastening made of reinforcing bars
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fastening of the false ceiling
false ceiling made of woven palm leaf 
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laké beam

room divider stand
brick wall
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traditional hut system alternative based on parallel walls
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